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1. Introduction
Clevercast Enterprise is a suite of SaaS applications for live and Video on-Demand (VoD).
Applications that are part of this suite are Clevercast Media, Clevercast Webinar and Clevercast
Multilingual.
All applications share the same basic user interface and menu structure. Depending on your
application and plan, different menus, pages and features will be available.
This overview shortly explains the terminology and basic functionality. For details about specific
applications and functionality, see the application manuals.
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2. Terminology
Below are the generic terms used by Clevercast to describe parts of its functionality. Depending on
your application and plan, you may encounter some of these terms. Some of these terms are
described in more detail in other sections of this manual.

Items
Each piece of multimedia content (video, audio, image) made available by Clevercast for
on-demand viewing is called an item. Every item consists of:
●
●
●

the file(s) on the CDN for streaming or viewing the media
additional resources for rendering the media
metadata concerning the item's content (e.g. title, description, tags), its rendering and
accessibility (e.g. privacy, player, viewing profile) and the way it is processed (e.g. workflow
profile).

Tags
Tags are keywords which can be automatically or manually assigned to items. Tags have multiple
purposes:
●
●
●

they allow you to arrange and filter your items. Bulk actions can be performed on a set of
filtered items.
they can be used to query items through the API.
they can be used to generate smart playlists.

Players
A player determines the way Clevercast Player looks and behaves when streaming your video (or
audio). A player is assigned to every workflow profile, item, playlist and event. By default, an item
automatically inherits the player from its workflow profile. A newly created event uses the default
live player. You can set the default players for VoD and Live through your Account > Settings page.

Workflow Profiles
A workflow profile defines the sequence of system initiated actions that are automatically executed
once your media source for on-demand viewing is ingested. It determines how an item is created
and generates its initial content, resources and metadata.

Viewing Profiles
A viewing profile determines the accessibility of your live and on-demand multimedia by end-users,
based on these criteria:
●

IP address of the end-user (white/blacklist).
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●
●
●

country of the end-user (white/blacklist).
domains on which playback of the content is allowed (white/blacklist).
availability in time of the content (before/after a date and time).

A viewing profile is assigned to every workflow profile, item, playlist and event. By default, an item
automatically inherits the viewing profile from its workflow profile.

Events
An event allows you to manage the process of broadcasting, streaming and recording live video.
By creating separate events for your livestreams, you can consult the analytics separately for each
live stream. By default, only one event can be set to ‘started’ (and/or ‘preview’, in case of
multilingual events) at the same time. Contact support if you need multiple events to be started
concurrently.

Recordings / DVR Stores
A live Recording or DVR Store is created every time (a part of) a live stream is recorded by
Clevercast. A finished recording or DVR store can be converted into an item, thereby making it
available for on-demand viewing.
Please note that recordings and DVR stores are only kept for a limited number of days (see
account settings). If it hasn't been converted to an item by then, it will be automatically deleted.

Users
To be able to log into Clevercast, you must authenticate with a set of user credentials. Each user
has its own set of credentials and a given role.

Roles
Users with the default ‘Admin’ role have access to all menus and pages. For other users, their role
determines permissions and access.
●
●

Permissions allow you to restrict user access to certain aspects of the application.
A role's access to VoD items can be limited based on their workflow profiles. If a role
doesn't have access to a given workflow profile, it also doesn't have access to any item that
was created with that workflow profile.
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3. Back-end overview
This section describes the generic top-level menus of Clevercast Enterprise applications.
Depending on your application, plan and permissions, a different set of menus may be available.
Application-specific menus are described in the application manuals.

The Dashboard
The application back-end is only accessible to Clevercast users with valid login credentials.
After logging in they are directed to the dashboard of their applications. The panels on the
dashboard also depend on your plan and the role and permissions of the user.

Clevercast dashboard for admin users

The titles of the dashboard panels also provide shortcuts to go to the respective pages.

Top-Level Menus
The top-level menus contain both generic and application-specific menus. They can differ
depending on the application, plan and user permissions.
Te menus listed below are generic menus that will appear in many of our applications

Media
The ‘Media’ menu may have the following submenus:
● Items: access to your account’s VoD items
● Tags: access to your account’s tags
● Players: access to your account’s player shells
● Playlists: access to your account’s playlists
● Workflow profiles: access to your account’s workflow profiles
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●

Viewing profiles: access to your account’s viewing profiles

Upload
Allows you to upload source files for a VoD item. When a video or audio source is uploaded, it is
automatically transcoded to multiple resolutions for adaptive streaming and published on the
Content Delivery Network (CDN). See the VoD Items section below for more details.

Live
Contains the Events submenu, which lets you create and manage live streams.
If your account supports server-side recording, it will also contain the Recording or DVR Stores
submenu (depending on your application). Depending on your plan, this lets you download
recordings and/or publish them as VoD items.

Analytics
Contains the live and/or VoD statistics generated by Clevercast players.
● Active Livestreams: shows the viewers currently watching a live stream through
Clevercast player
● Finished Livestreams: detailed statistics about live streams that are finished. These
statistics are also available while the live stream is running, but will only be 100% accurate
after the live stream finishes.
● Currently Watched VoD: shows the viewers currently watching a VoD item through
Clevercast player
● Previously Watched VoD: detailed statistics about VoD items that have been watched.

Account
●
●
●
●

●
●

Overview: contains information about your plan and the resources usage of your account
Settings: the available account settings, divided into different panels. The label of every
setting contains a tooltip which describes its purpose.
Roles: lets you manage and create the roles available for the users in your account.
Users: allows you to create and manage users and assign roles to them. Users log in with
their email address and password. If the user's role includes the ‘Change Password’
permission, a user is allowed to change her own password.
API: access to Clevercast’s browseable and self-documented REST API.
Include Files: lets you directly upload small files (eg. CSS files, images) to our CDN, so
you can use them for other purposes (eg. player or webinar styling, interactive videos).
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4. VoD Items
Ingest
Multimedia source files can be ingested in a number of ways:
● Upload of single or multiple source files through the Clevercast web application.
● Upload via FTP (see the advanced section below).
● Server-side recording of a live stream which is converted to an item.
● Uploads via Clevercast API requests
Note: HTTP uploads are limited to 200 GB. For larger files, you should use FTP instead.
In each of these cases, the video or audio source is automatically transcoded by Clevercast to
multiple resolutions for adaptive streaming (using the settings in your workflow profile) and
published on the Content Delivery Network (CDN). This may take some time, depending on the
resolution and duration of your source file.
Clevercast supports ingest of most modern video source formats. In general, we recommend the
following format for 1080p video sources:
● Container: MP4
● Resolution: 1920x1080 px
● Codec: H.264 Main or High profile
● Frame Rate: 25 fps
● Video Bitrate: 8-10 Mbps (or lower, depending on your video quality)
● Keyframe: 2 Seconds
● Audio Bitrate: 128 Kbps / 48 kHz
● Audio Format: stereo
● Audio Codec: AAC

The Items list
When a source file has been uploaded (or you start converting a recording), Clevercast creates an
Item that lets you see the transcoding status, preview the transcoded video and manage its
metadata.
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Clevercast dashboard for admin users

The new item is automatically added to the items list. The items list allows you to search or filter
existing items and to execute batch actions on selected items (eg. add or remove tags, update
privacy, viewing profile, player settings).

The Item page
Every item has a detail page, where you can update the item properties, copy the embed code, set
the snapshot (poster image), add chapters, see metadata...

The item detail page

When the item has been transcoded and published on the CDN, you can play the video in the
preview player. Through the ‘Duplicate Item’ panel, you can make a copy of the item with a
different start and/or end point.
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Using Items on your website
Items can be used for viewing outside of Clevercast by copying the embed code (on the Item
detail page) and using it on your website or 3rd party application. Alternatively, the embed code
can be retrieved using the item API.
External viewing in Clevercast player is only possible if the item's privacy property is set to 'public'
or 'unlisted' and the conditions in the item's viewing profile are met.
Changes made to an item after the embed code is copied (eg. changing the item’s privacy setting,
setting a different poster image) will automatically be reflected in Clevercast player.

Analytics
Realtime data regarding end-user viewing of items through Clevercast player is available via the
‘Currently Watched VoD’ analytics page. Historical data is available through the ‘Previously
Watched VoD’ analytics pages.
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5. Live Events
The ‘Event’ page allows Clevercast admins to manage the live stream, turn on a countdown
timer, set the images (or messages) to be shown before and after the live stream, show messages
in the player during the live stream and more.
Note that the page will be slightly different if you use a dual canvas or features like pseudo-live or
multilingual streaming.

The Live Management page

The Streaming panel displays the current live status and buttons to change the status. The status
can be:
● Waiting: the player displays a waiting message or image and (optionally) a countdown
timer.
● Started: When you press the ‘Start Event‘ button, the player detects this and shows the live
stream to your viewers. The waiting message/image and countdown timer automatically
disappears.
● Paused: the player automatically detects the status change and replaces the live stream
with the paused image or message.
● Ended: the player automatically detects the status change and replaces the live stream
with the ended image or message.
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The Preview Livestream player allows admin users to see the incoming broadcast. For a regular
live stream, the preview player will always show your broadcast, no matter the live status.
The Public Livestream player behaves in the same way as the embedded player that is shown to
your viewers. This player automatically detects the status changes of your event and acts
accordingly.
The Broadcast and Backup Broadcast panels contain the settings to be copied to your encoder
or third-party solution that sends the broadcast to Clevercast. If a backup broadcast is being sent
while the main broadcast is interrupted, the player will automatically failover to the backup stream.
The Embed Code can be used to embed the public player on an external website. The embedded
player will behave in the same way as the player, including status changes and failover to the
backup broadcast.
The Service Message can be used to show messages in the player, but only while the event
status is Started.
The main Settings determine the look and feel, accessibility and behaviour of the embedded
Clevercast player:
●

●
●
●

Player : determines which Clevercast player will be used while embedding (note: the player
ID can be overridden in your embed code). In your account settings, you can set which
player profile is used when you create a new event.
Viewing Profile : Determines accessibility of the live stream in the embedded player to end
users (see below).
Realtime Transcoding: Only turn this off if you don’t want adaptive transcoding for your
live stream (= not recommended)
Resolutions: The resolutions in which your broadcasted will be transcoded server-side and
therefore will be used for adaptive streaming.

Additional Settings Panels let you configure specific features of Clevercast player:
●

●

●

Player Countdown : If set, the player will display a countdown timer, either until your event
is set to Started, or until the countdown is complete. Note: even if the countdown timer is
enabled, the ‘Start Event’ button must still be pressed manually for the live stream to
become visible (except for pseudo-live streams).
Messages : Messages displayed in the public player when the event has a status other
than started. The message will not be displayed if an image is uploaded for the given
status.
Images : Images displayed in the public player when the event has a status other than
started. You can set a separate image per status, or a single general image that will be
displayed for each status.

Depending on your application and plan, extra settings panels may be available. For instance, the
Simulcasting panel will let you simulcast the live stream to social media channels and custom
RTMP endpoints, and the Pseudo-Live panel lets you configure a pseudo-live stream.
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Live event flow
For most live events, the live flow will be like this:
1. When you are getting ready for your livestream (= before the event actually starts), you
can already start broadcasting to Clevercast. Leave the event status set to Waiting, and use
the Preview Player to see whether the stream is coming in properly.
2. When the live stream is about to start, press the Start Event button. This will make the
livestream visible to your participants. Do this at least two minutes before the live action
starts. This allows the player to start buffering and ensures that nobody misses the start.
3. When the live action has ended, wait at least two minutes before pressing the End Event
button. The image or message for the ended status will be shown to your participants,
instead of the live stream.

Important: live streaming and latency
It is important to realize that a live stream is always served with a certain delay, inherent to the
technology and protocols involved in live streaming. This is mainly to allow the video player to
buffer a short part of the stream. To guarantee smooth streaming while bandwidth fluctuates, the
video player uses the internal buffer while delivering streaming video.
The default delay for HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) - which is currently the de-facto standard for
streaming to desktop, tablet and smartphone - is approximately 16 to 30 seconds (depending on
device, connection, player configuration in Clevercast).
Because of this delay, you should follow our best practices for starting/stopping a live stream:
1. Start your broadcast at least a couple of minutes in advance.
2. Press the ‘Start Event’ button at least one minute before the actual live stream starts. If you
press it only seconds before the event, some viewers will miss the start. It also gives all
players some time to start a buffer and therefore ensure smooth streaming.
3. After the actual live stream has ended, wait at least one minute and preferably two minutes
(for iOS, which allows latency to grow up to two minutes) before pressing the ‘End Event’ or
‘Pause Event’ button. Otherwise some participants may miss the end due to player latency.

Server-side recording
Availability of server-side recording depends on your plan. If enabled, the following rules will apply.
If DVR is used in your application, server-side recording will automatically occur as soon as you
start broadcasting to Clevercast
If Recording is used in your application, server-side recording is started by Clevercast when you
press the ‘Start Event’ button, and stopped if you change the event status (to ended, but also to
waiting, preview or paused).
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Note that the maximum duration of a recording or DVR is 24 hours. Clevercast automatically
ends a recording or DVR 24 hours after you’ve started your event (recording) or broadcast (DVR).
Contact Clevercast support if you need a longer duration.
Depending on your plan, you can trim the recording or DVR store and publish the result as a VoD
Item.
Note: We strongly recommend that you always make a local recording of your stream! An
online recording can be interrupted by a temporary lack of upload bandwidth or network issues,
which may result in an imperfect or incomplete recording. In that case, you can upload the local
recording for on-demand viewing.

Advanced
Simulcasting
Facebook Live
To enable Facebook Live simulcasting, both the Server URL and Stream Key properties must be
set.
To retrieve these settings from Facebook, go to your Facebook page and select the Publishing
Tools menu, then select the Video Library tab and press the Live button. You will see Facebook's
Server URL and Stream Key: copy/paste them to Clevercast.
Note that Facebook currently only allows broadcast resolutions of 720p and less officially. In
practice though, it also seems to accept 1080p broadcasts.

YouTube Live
To enable YouTube Live simulcasting, at least one of the Server URLs must be set together with
the Stream Name.
To retrieve these settings from YouTube, go to YouTube's live streaming dashboard and find the
Encoder Setup or Ingestion Settings for your stream or event. Copy/paste the settings to
Clevercast.
Note that when you configure a YouTube Event, you also choose the broadcasted stream's
maximum resolution and bitrate. If you are sure that your original broadcast doesn't exceed this
maximum, we recommend that you set Use Broadcasted Stream to 'Yes'. Otherwise, select the
Transcoded Resolution closest to the resolution of your YouTube event (but not exceeding it).

Other (Periscope, Twitch, custom CDN, ...)
Simulcast your live stream to other destinations, like Periscope, Twitch, a custom CDN... To enable
this, at least one of the Server URLs must be set together with the Stream Name.
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Please note that each destination has its own broadcast specifications, so always check the
platform documentation first (e.g. Periscope, Twitch).

Multilingual live streaming
In case of a multilingual live stream, the live stream will not be visible in the preview player while
the status is set to waiting or ended. Instead the Event has a special preview status. The event
page will also show extra settings for your broadcast protocol, the default audio language and
additional languages and extra settings and controls. See the Multilingual Live Streaming
application manual for more information.

Pseudo-live streaming
Pseudo-live streaming allows you to stream an uploaded video as if it were a live stream.
Viewers will not see any difference between a pseudo-live stream and a ‘real’ live stream. It can be
used for both regular events with an embedded player, for live modules (Clevercast learning) and
for webinars. It is also possible for multilingual streaming.
You must have a plan that supports pseudo-live streaming. In this case, the Event page will contain
a ‘Pseudo-Live Stream’ panel that lets you configure and enable the pseudo-live stream. See our
online guide to pseudo-live streaming for more info.

Live stream with dual canvas
Clevercast Player has the ability to display the presenter and his presentation on two separate
canvases. This is usually only enabled for webinar applications, but upon request it’s also possible
in other Clevercast Applications. The broadcast panel will then contain a stream key for the
second canvas and separate broadcast indicators for the main and second canvas broadcast.
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6. Clevercast Player
Use of Clevercast Player is included in all our applications. It is based on popular open source
projects Video.js and Hls.js.
A player profile determines the way your player looks and behaves when embedded in an external
site and platform or in a Clevercast webinar. Clevercast player can be used to deliver (live) video
and audio, as part of your Clevercast Application or embedded on an external HTML page. It
ensures an optimal experience on all screens and devices.
Clevercast player can be used on your website by copying its embed code. You can also use the
Javascript Player API to instantiate the player and/or modify its behaviour.

Adaptive Streaming
Live and on-demand video is delivered using the HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) protocol, in order to
display the most suitable video stream on any device at any time. When rendering the video, the
player is able to switch dynamically between streams with a different resolution and choose the
most suitable one for the playback device (depending on screen size and available bandwidth,
memory, available CPU and GPU resources).
The player supports High Definition (HD) video, live and on-demand. The use of adaptive
streaming allows viewers with non-HD compliant devices or insufficient bandwidth to watch videos
in a lower resolution.

Player Customization
By default, your account contains two default player profiles: one for VoD items and one for live
events. You can set a different default player profile through your Account > Settings.

Account Settings that allow you to change the default players

The default player for VoD is used when creating a new workflow profile, which determines the
player that will be used by default for new items. The default player for new events is used when
creating a new live event. Changing them doesn’t change anything for your existing items and
events, but you can do that through the item / event detail and list pages.
These default player profiles can only be adjusted to a certain extent. If you want to create a
completely custom player, select the ‘Media > Players’ menu and create a new player profile. You
can set this as the default player for VoD and/or live via the ‘Account > Settings’ page.
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You can customize the appearance (e.g. color scheme, presence and size of the controls, logo
overlay…) and behavior (e.g. autoplay, muted, support for Chromecast and Apple TV…) of
Clevercast player through the Player’s detail page. You can create multiple players with a different
behaviour and outlook, and attach them to your items, playlists, events and workflow profiles.

Autoplay
For accounts created after September 2021, the Default Live player is created with both the
autoplay and muted options turned on. The player’s pause button is hidden.
For older accounts, the muted option may still be turned off while autoplay is enabled. If you want
to change this, go to the ‘Media > Players’ menu, select the ‘Default Live’ player and set the
‘Muted’ property to ‘Yes’.

Player properties for muted, autoplay and pause button visibility

For more information, see our online guide about autoplay.

Ads
The default player currently supports pre-roll ads through the IMA SDK Plugin for video.js.
Note that your Ad server must support HTTPS delivery for your ads to play inside of Clevercast
Applications.
By default the comm_url parameter - which contains the Ad URL - may not be overridden in the
client embed code, unless you set the player's Allow Ad URL Override property. The Minimum
Duration for Ads property instructs the player to only send requests to the Ad Server if the video
duration exceeds a minimum number of seconds.
By default, the player will try to play the media content when ad blockers are used. By turning off
the ‘Allow playing when ad is blocked’ option, the player will not play the video or audio item when
an available ad is being blocked. You can set a text message that will be shown by the player when
it detects that an available ad can not be played (usually because of ad blockers). If no message is
set, the player will not provide a notification that an ad is being blocked.
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Embedding the Player
To display a VoD item, playlist or live event on your website, just copy its embed code.
Clevercast player is embedded using an iframe (inline frame), containing all information which the
player needs to retrieve the necessary data to display both itself and the resource. If you change
the properties of the resource or player after you've used the embed code, the embedded player
will automatically reflect your changes.
The embedded player will automatically send requests to update the Clevercast analytics engine.
This way, it allows you to see real time analytics for both on-demand and live video.

Customizing the embed code
Both the Item and Event detail pages allow you to generate a custom embed code by pressing the
Customize button. This is mainly used to generate a responsive embed code for your website (=
that adapts to the screen size of the viewer), instead of using a fixed width and height.
But you can also add extra parameters to the 'src' element of the embed code that override the
default behavior of your player (eg. show_title, loop...). See the Player API docs for which
parameters can be overridden.
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7. Advanced
Viewing Profiles
A VoD item, playlist or live event can be configured in such a way that Clevercast Player will only
play video on certain countries, domains or IP addresses. This is done by creating viewing profiles,
in which you can white- and blacklist countries, domain names and IP addresses. These viewing
profiles can then be linked to the VoD item, playlist or live event via the Clevercast web application.

Workflow Profiles
A workflow profile determines how a VoD item is created behind the scenes. The workflow profile
can be explicitly selected when uploading or converting the source file. If no selection was made,
the workflow profile is determined implicitly: either the authenticated user's default profile or the
account's default profile (in case the user has no default profile) is used.
The workflow application processes the ingested source file by executing the (ordered) actions of
the workflow profile, turning it into an item. The initial item only consists of metadata, which is
(partially) inherited from the workflow profile settings (e.g. player, viewing profile).
The item metadata also includes a link to the workflow profile which has been used to create it.
The workflow profile determines which roles have access to the item. Only after the workflow
process has finished, it is possible to change an item's workflow profile.
Workflow profiles start with a Process action which encodes the source file into video resolution(s),
optimizes them for online delivery and exports them to a Content Delivery Network. When an
action has finished, the workflow application automatically starts the next action. Some actions
(e.g. Edit, Approve) will only finish (succeed or fail) after user interaction. The workflow process
succeeds if all actions have been executed, or fails if a critical error occurs during an action.
The item list page displays the current workflow status of each item. The 'Workflow History' tab on
an item details page contains information about the workflow process.

FTP Upload through Hotfolders
The Account > Settings page allows you to create and configure hotfolders, for the upload of
media files via FTP(S). Each hotfolder comes with a set of FTP(S) credentials
(username/password) and a workflow profile, which will be used for processing the uploaded files.
Note that the name of files uploaded to hotfolders may only contain alphanumeric characters, dots
(.), hyphens (-) and underscores (_). Files that do not comply with these rules will be renamed
automatically by our FTP server (all conflicting characters will be replaced by an underscore).
To create an FTP hotfolder, select Account > Settings in the top-level menu. On the ‘Settings’ page,
click open the ‘Hotfolders’ panel and press the ‘Create New Hotfolder’ button. Clevercast will
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display the domain name of the FTP server and the username and password for FTP
authentication.

FTP upload credentials

Once a file is completely uploaded to the hotfolder, Clevercast will move the file (so it will no longer
be visible by your FTP client) and turn it into a VoD item.

Security
Clevercast’s back-end application is secured according to state of the art security
protocols, which are regularly updated. Clevercast always uses HTTPS and valid certificates.
Within the back-end, users can have different permissions according to their role.
Clevercast webinars (front-end) are streaming-only both live and as Video on-Demand.
Clevercast also uses abstraction when generating webinar links, which makes them impossible to
guess. When using two-step registration, participants only get access via their unique link to the
webinar, which they receive by email.
Please keep in mind that a 100% waterproof solution for confidential videos doesn’t exist. Even if
the video connection is secure, participants can still use screen recording software to record and
share the video.

Languages
In Clevercast, all VoD Items and Live Events have a language property. In your Account Settings,
you can choose a Default Language which is automatically applied to new items and events,
unless you specify otherwise (when creating the item, or in the workflow profile).
Clevercast Multilingual applications (Live and Webinar) allow you to stream videos in multiple
languages. See the application manuals for more details.

API
Clevercast’s generic REST API is browsable and self-documented. To get started quickly, you
can use the different API methods in your browser and inspect their response. When you write a
client application, the API will behave in exactly the same way, except for authentication (when
using the API in your browser, you're already authenticated). Each method of the browsable API is
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also documented, with a 'Details' panel providing additional information. If you require more
information, don't hesitate to contact our support team.
Since the different aspects of our APIs (REST methodology, Basic Authentication, JSON data
format) are widely used, a client application can be developed rapidly in most languages without an
intermediate Clevercast client library.
The API requires HTTP Basic Authentication, except for the Direct Upload endpoints for user
generated content which use HMAC authentication. For basic authentication, use your user
credentials (email and password) to authenticate, or create a specific API user. Note that in order
to access the API, the user's role must have the Access API permission.
For some applications (Clevercast Webinar, Clevercast Learning) an application-specific API is
available.

Callbacks / Hooks
Callbacks allow your client applications to receive data from Clevercast when a resource is
updated or an event occurs. Currently, we provide callbacks for the Item resource. If you require
additional callbacks, please contact our support team.
There are three ways in which HTTP POST requests to your client applications can be triggered:
●
●

●

Workflow Task: a Send HTTP POST request task can be configured when the workflow
starts or completes, or before or after any workflow action.
OnUpdate or OnDelete hooks: the Hooks panel on the API page allows you to configure
Clevercast to send a HTTP POST request every time an Item's (meta)data is updated
and/or an Item is removed.
Manually: when you've configured the OnUpdate hook, you can also trigger its execution
manually (without having to make changes to the Item). Go to the Item page and select
'Trigger POST Item Hook' from the 'Developer menu'.

The request body contains the JSON formatted instance data of a given Item. The data POSTed is
exactly the same as the data returned in response to a GET items instance request.
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8. GDPR
Clevercast fully complies with GDPR regulations. Our data is stored on our own servers in
private racks in several separate ISO 27001 compliant data centers within the EU. All
hardware and software is automatically checked 24/7, with automated alerts for possible threats or
malfunctions. We use encryption technology to secure the transmission of sensitive data and to
protect information stored on our systems. Data is never shared, nor is it accessible to third parties.
Clevercast Player does not use tracking technologies. Some settings are stored in local
session storage in the browser, such as the audio level of the player, but they are not linked to a
user ID or other user information. IP numbers are not stored. Only the data necessary to generate
statistics (IP address, browser, operating system and screen resolution of the viewer) are
encrypted by Clevercast player and sent to our servers. This data is not stored itself, only used to
generate statistics. All of our statistics are aggregated data that does not refer to personally
identifiable information.
The Clevercast web application is only accessible via HTTPS (SSL encryption). Any data supplied
by administrators in the back-end is only used for the functioning of the web application (securing
access to the web application, login of administrators with specific roles and permissions). The
password per administrator is stored encrypted (Hash encryption). An administrator can change his
data and password at any time.
In our role as a data processor, we ensure that all our employees are perfectly aware of everything
GDPR entails. For more info, we would like to refer to the provisions of the data processing
agreement on our website, which will form an integral part of any agreement.
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9. About Clevercast
Clevercast helps businesses to produce, manage, publish and enrich interactive live and
on-demand videos. Our applications provide companies with their own secure platform which can
be styled and customized as desired. All our applications are fully GDPR compliant, mobile friendly
and use adaptive HD streaming to optimize video quality for viewers around the globe.

More info: https://www.clevercast.com/
Contact us: info@clevercast.com
Business Address: Jules Bilmeyerstraat 32, 2600 Berchem, Belgium
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